
 

 

Building a Trusting Relationship with Fearful Cats 

Many fearful cats bond to their owners and make wonderful pets but retain shyness with strangers and 

hide when people come over. Be patient when working towards gaining the trust of a fearful cat.  

 

Tips for interacting with a fearful cat 

• Always talk softly and move slowly around the cat. Avoid staring at her, since this can be 

perceived as a threat. It helps to get down to the cat’s level when interacting with her instead of 

towering over her. Never push the cat to interact. If he wants to hide, let him do so. It will only 

reinforce fearful behavior by forcing stimulus on the cat that is scary. 

 

• Turning a TV or radio on in the room can be helpful. It exposes them to normal household noise 

and can serve as white noise for any scary sounds that might come from other parts of the 

home. Also, leave the carrier or box that he came home in open in the room with a towel or 

blanket inside. This can be a great hiding spot, and it will already smell like him, which is 

comforting for a fearful cat. 

 

• At first, and if the cat is very fearful, spending time in the room talking, singing or reading aloud 

can get them used to you being in their space. Take your laptop in the room and surf the 

internet for a while, this alone can help the cat to understand that you’re safe. The goal is to 

spend as much time in the room as you can; just being there makes a huge difference for a 

scared kitty. 

 

• Food can be used as a bonding tool. Spend time in the room, offering wet food or treats to your 

new cat. This will help the cat make a positive association between you and the food. Try a 

particularly smelly brand of wet cat food or traditional cat treats, it can take some time to 

determine what kitty likes best. You can also try very high value food treats, things like lunch 

meat and baby food. Be creative: the higher the value of the food motivator, the quicker you 

may see progress. Offer this food on a spoon or tongue depressor; it’s best if it comes from you. 

If the cat won’t take it from you, put it near the cat and keep trying until you can lure the cat out 

with the food motivator. 

 



• Never attempt to pull the cat from his hiding place or force him to be held. This will increase his 

fearfulness and may even result in bites or scratches. When he is ready, he will come to you. 

When he consistently is coming into your space, either by luring or on his own, you can gently 

pet his face and cheeks. No full body pets yet, we want slow, careful handling in a very non-

invasive manner at first. 

 

• Encourage play with interactive toys (e.g. wand toy or fishing pole type toy), but make sure that 

the toys you are using are not big and scary. Some cats are very play-motivated and regular play 

sessions can help bring them out of their shell and out of hiding. You can try play sessions 

concurrent with your work with food, some cats respond more to toys than food. If the cat 

seems fearful of the toy, take a step back and work only with food and introduce toys later. 

 

• Have other people work with him in this same way only once he’s showing signs of being 

comfortable with you. This will help reassure him that all people are good and safe, as well as 

socializing him with everyone in the home. Kids should meet their new cat one at a time; having 

too many people in the room initially can be quite scary for the cat. 

 

• Continue working with your cat with food and/or toys until he’s consistently coming out to you 

in his safe room. It’s best if he’s coming out on his own, as opposed to being lured out before 

you open the door to his room to give him access to the home. If he comes out on his own and 

allows some simple face/cheek pets, he could be ready to move on to the rest of the house. 

 

• Open the door to his room and let him explore at his pace. He may be quite nervous, walking 

slowly and close to the ground as he explores. He may have gained enough confidence that he 

can move around with his body in a neutral, relaxed position. In either case, keep an eye on him. 

If he’s too nervous, you may want to lure him back to his room with a food motivator and try 

again tomorrow. Take this process in steps, based on his reaction to the new stimulus. It’s fine 

to take a step back if needed! 

 

• Once the cat has full access to the house, move the dishes, litter box, toys, and bed to 

permanent locations in the house. You may want to leave a litter box in the “safe room” for a bit 

to make sure that she has access to a litter box should she become frightened again and retreat 

to her room again. Leave the secluded room door open so your cat can hide if she wants to but 

encourage your cat to be part of the family. Recognize that adjustment to a new home takes 

time, especially for a frightened animal. Remember to maintain the same reliable schedule of 

feeding, litter box cleaning, playtime and grooming. 

Regardless of your cat’s history, your care is what matters now. Keep earning your animal’s trust with 

daily care, playtime and routine. Patience and understanding are essential with fearful cats. They will 

give you plenty of love and purrs in return! 

 

Resources: https://www.sfspca.org/sites/default/files/cat_adopting-a-fearful-cat.pdf 

 

https://www.sfspca.org/sites/default/files/cat_adopting-a-fearful-cat.pdf

